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2. 本文提出了一种 SVM 和组合列表密度相结合的网页评论提取算法，即新闻正




种全新的 CSR 序列提取算法，并结合语义角色信息与 CRF 条件随机场进行提取；最


















With the rapid development of World Wide Web (WWW), especially the application 
and promotion of its concept and techniques, Web 2.0 has brought a brand new form of 
media, a concentrated social environment and an innovation in marketing philosophy. The 
extraction of opinionated sentence is the basic and important procedure of opinion mining. 
Its main task is to distinguish the subjective sentence from the objective sentence. By using 
this technique, the users can easily find the evaluation of the products. Besides it's 
convenient for the manufacturers to carry on the market research.  
This paper is focus on the extraction technique from the domain specific and 
unstructured information of the Internet. The main research work and contributions are 
listed as follows: 
1. We propose an algorithm for content extraction by using the link density and node 
weight. This algorithm does not depend on DOM tree, and does not need other web parser. 
The web page source code is seen as a string, then it is divided into different nodes by 
labels. With the similarity of the node content and the title and the link density, we can 
determine whether it is the content node or not. 
2. This paper proposed an algorithm of identifying and extracting the review text 
based on rules and statistics’ methods.After analyzing a large number of web pages, we 
found that there are many hyperlinks below the content of news pages, such as. If we can 
identify and extract such links, and then redirect, web page contained review text will be 
obtained.  
3. This paper described how to recognize objective sentences from Chinese text 
documents by applying rule-based methods and statistical methods as well as analyzing the 
performance of these methods. This method got the broad extraction results by using a 
















of CSR rule extraction algorithm was designed to extract the sequential features. The paper 
also used a CRF algorithm to identify entities and semantic roles. Finally, the paper found 
the most optimum and effective features combination to finish the accurate extraction by 
using SVM classifier and choosing distinguished feature dimensions. 
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向，通过考虑上下文信息对种子词进行扩展来研究情感倾向。Sista 等人[8]使用 Word 
Net扩展情感词，利用机器学习的方法进行观点句抽取。Hu与 Liu[9]利用 Word Net得
到形容词种子，以 Bootstrapping 算法拓展情感网络。Hatzivassilolou 等人[10]使用
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